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And now I will talk about the Delta Stewardship Council’s approach to permitting adaptive management.Our jurisdiction is the Legal Delta, which includes Suisun Marsh. If a project or program needs to adhere to the Delta Plan, we call it a “covered action” – an action covered by the Delta Plan.



Types of projects applying for consistency with the Delta Plan

Ecosystem restoration projects Water management projects
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Types of projects that are applying for consistency with the Delta Plan includeRestoration projects such as Dutch Slough, Tule Red, and the Whale’s Belly Subsidence Reversal ProjectMitigation projects such as setback levees and planting berms, and Water Management projects such as the Twin Tunnels and the Los Vaqueros reservoir expansion.



Aspects of projects the consistency determination covers

• Water resources
• Ecosystem restoration
• Delta as place
• Risk reduction
• General:

Best Available Science
Mitigation Measures
Adaptive Management
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Delta Plan policies regulate several different aspects of covered action, including aspects related to water resources, ecosystem restoration, Delta as place, and risk reduction. The Delta Plan also requires that projects use the best available science, implement mitigation measures as laid out (or better than laid out) in the Delta Plan, and plan for adaptive management. 



Delta Plan G P1 (b)(4)

Ecosystem restoration and water management covered actions must 
include adequate provisions, appropriate to the scope of the covered 
action, to assure continued implementation of adaptive management. 
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With respect to adaptive management, the Delta Plan’s policy G P1 b4 states that “Ecosystem restoration and water management covered actions must include adequate provisions, appropriate to the scope of the covered action, to assure continued implementation of adaptive management. 



Delta Plan G P1 (b)(4)

Ecosystem restoration and water management covered actions must 
include adequate provisions, appropriate to the scope of the covered 
action, to assure continued implementation of adaptive management. 
This requirement shall be satisfied through both of the following: 

• An adaptive management plan
• Documentation of access to adequate resources and delineated 

authority by the entity responsible for the implementation of the 
proposed adaptive management process. 
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This requirement shall be satisfied through both of the following: An adaptive management plan ANDDocumentation of access to adequate resources and delineated authority by the entity responsible for the implementation of the proposed adaptive management process. 



Adaptive Management Framework

Elements of an Adaptive Management Plan
Project Description
Project Plan

a. Problem Statement
b. Goals and Objectives
c. Linkages between Objectives and Proposes 

Actions
d. Selected Actions

Monitoring, Evaluation, and Adaptation
a. Monitoring Plan
b. Data Management

• Data Collection, Storage, and Sharing
• Data Analysis and Project Evaluation

c. Adaptation
d. Communication 

Adaptive Management Response Table 
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The Adaptive Management Plan should generally follow the nine-step AM Framework and may contain the sections listed here. Guidance and resources for writing adaptive management plans are available on the Delta Stewardship Council’s website and through early consultation meetings with DSC’s Adaptive Management Liaisons.The reason why adaptive management is so important is, of course, that there is a level of uncertainty of how the landscape will respond to the project actions. Projects often involve experimental design elements, assumptions about the project site and its responses, and/or elements that are not well studied in the scientific literature. These uncertainties should be spelled out in the AM plan. One way to determine where uncertainties exist is with the help of conceptual models that model linkages between objectives and proposed actions.An adaptive management response table can then lay out the potential adaptive management responses that will be taken when monitoring results have indicated that a pre-determined trigger level has been reached.GoalsObjectivesExpected Outputs and OutcomesMonitoring CategoryMetricsTrigger LevelPotential Management Response



Challenges of Meeting Adaptive Management Requirements

• Knowledge/awareness of 
uncertainties

• Willingness to address uncertainties 
with a project

• Project scale
• Regulatory overlap
• Access to adequate resources
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There are several challenges with requiring adaptive management for Delta Plan consistency that have surfaced over time.One is that the project proponents need to know and be aware of uncertainties existing in their systemAddressing uncertainties can mean that a project is designed somewhat like a research study, and that requires taking some risk that some element may fail, whereas others may succeed. Funders and project proponents may not be willing to take that risk.Individual projects may also be too small to address uncertainties by themselves. In that case, learning from other, similar projects and sharing lessons learned with other projects can get around this at a system level, but requires communication and coordination.Regulatory overlap can be a challenge – when different agencies have different requirements.And finally, monitoring and adaptive management takes resources, oftentimes beyond the timeline of a project. Obtaining funding for monitoring can be difficult in the first place, and securing funding to monitor whether project objectives have been met, which can take several years after project competition, is even harder. These are just some challenges that have popped up – I’m looking forward to learning about other challenges, and even more to learning about potential solutions to these challenges from the discussion we’ll have next.



Thank you!
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